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Abstract. Actinic cheilitis (AC) is a potentially malignant disorder of the lips. Because of its heterogeneous clinical
aspect, it is difficult to indicate representative biopsy area. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usefulness
of tissue autofluorescence in AC diagnosis. The system was composed of a 405-nm light-emitting diode, sent to the
sample by a dichroic, that allows the fluorescence signal to reach a camera directly plugged in the system. Fifty-
seven patients with clinical diagnosis of AC and 45 normal volunteers were selected. According to clinical and
fluorescence features, one or more areas were selected for biopsies in the AC group and epithelial dysplasia (ED)
grades were established. The autofluorescence images were processed by a clustering algorithm for AC automated
diagnosis. The tissue autofluorescence image revealed a heterogeneous pattern of loss and increase of fluorescence
in patients with AC. ED was found in 93% of the cases, and most of the areas graded as moderate or severe ED were
chosen with the aid of autofluorescence. The processed autofluorescence images from AC patients showed a higher
number of spots in an irregular pattern. Tissue autofluorescence image system is a useful technique in association
with clinical examination for AC diagnosis. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.7

.076023]
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1 Introduction
Actinic cheilitis (AC), or solar cheilosis, is a potentially malig-
nant disorder that mostly affects the vermilion border of the
lower lip.1–4 It usually involves fair-skinned, middle-aged or
older patients with a history of prolonged sun exposure, espe-
cially in outdoors workers.5 Some studies have identified the
prevalence of AC in some different groups of Brazilian popu-
lation, such as Junqueira et al.,6 who found 39% of AC
among agricultural workers; Martins-Filho et al.,7 who found
16.7% of AC among farmers in a semi-arid northeastern; and
de Souza Lucena et al.,8 who found about 15% of AC among
beach workers.

The solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation is considered the main
risk factor for AC and lip squamous cell carcinoma (SCC),9–11

but tobacco has also been associated with these lesions and with
AC progression to SCC.11 Lip SCC is one of the most common
malignancies of the oral cavity11 and almost all lip SCCs are
associated with clinical areas of AC.12,13

AC is a heterogeneous clinical entity that may be localized
or, more commonly, presented as a diffuse lesion, including
atrophy, dryness, scaly areas, swelling, erythema, ulceration,
loss of vermilion border definition, transverse fissures, white
plaques, erosion, crusting, blotchiness, and tissue pallor as the
main clinical features.2,3,5,11 Histopathological changes vary from
hyperkeratosis to SCC in the presence of solar elastosis.4,11,13

Epithelial dysplasia (ED), which is still the most important pre-
dictor of malignant development,14,15 is described in up to 100%
of AC cases.1–3,5 Additionally, although the precise AC malig-
nant transformation rate is unknown,4 lip SCC is described to
have a high metastatic potential when compared to skin SCC,
turning the assessment of ED degree in AC a critical diagnosis
step.5,11

AC diagnosis is mainly based on demographic, clinical, and
histopathological findings,1–3 but as clinical appearance is some-
times subtle and may not correspond to the severity of tissue
damage,1,11,13,16 most authors consider biopsy mandatory to
establish AC definitive diagnosis and treatment planning.2,11

Recurrent ulceration, red and white blotchy areas with loss of
the vermilion border, persistent crusting, generalized atrophy,
and induration are clinical signs that may indicate high-grade
epithelial dysplastic changes or even a malignant transforma-
tion.5,11 Nonetheless, due to the fact that AC is characterized
by multifocal and heterogeneous lesions, it is not easy to predict
which area will exhibit representative histopathological changes
to define the biopsy site3 and an SCC may be misdiagnosed if
the biopsy is not performed at a proper site.13

Some noninvasive clinical methods, such as the tissue auto-
fluorescence widefield imaging system, have been reported as
complementary approaches to discriminate malignant/dysplastic
areas from normal tissue.17 Direct tissue fluorescence visualiza-
tion or tissue autofluorescence widefield imaging systems are
becoming attractive noninvasive diagnostic tools to identify
oral ED, because they have been used to identify biochemical
and morphological alterations in tissues that are not easily
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discriminated under white light illumination.18,19 This technique
is based on the use of an illumination under UV-blue spectrum to
excite native tissue fluorophores, like metabolic markers as
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD), and proteins as collagen, elastin, and
keratin.20 The emitted fluorescence by the excited tissue can be
visualized by the observer21 and provides information about
metabolic and biochemical status of the resident cells.22

Changes in this fluorescence may be related to malignant
progression23,24 and loss of normal tissue autofluorescence
is described as a sign of malignant changes in the oral cav-
ity.20,25–28 Several widefield optical imaging systems have
been reported with good results in the oral and oropharyngeal
regions,21,23,24 and some authors have presented a handheld
device for widefield fluorescence imaging for oral tissue fluo-
rescence direct visualization.21 In this way, this optical tech-
nique seems to have a potential to improve visual evaluation
of AC heterogeneity, helping the decision of biopsy sites and,
as a consequence, assisting the detection of possible premalig-
nant changes. Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to
evaluate the usefulness of the tissue autofluorescence widefield
imaging system in the clinical diagnosis of AC, using the his-
topathological examination as gold standard.

2 Material and Methods
Fifty-seven patients with clinical diagnosis of AC assisted at
School of Dentistry of Fluminense Federal University (Nova
Friburgo, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) from March 2011 to March
2012 were included in this study. The study population was
composed of 27 males (47.4%) and 30 females (52.6%), with
ages ranging from 23 to 82 years (mean of 58.3 years) and hav-
ing only fair-skin types (phototypes I, II, or III). A control group
including 45 normal volunteers with similar sex and age distri-
bution [23 males (51.1%) and 22 females (48.9%); age ranging
from 30 to 88 years; mean of 50.6 years), most having fair-skin
types (75.6%), and without any clinical signs of AC were also
included for clinical and autofluorescence exams. Study and
control groups did not include patients with any other lip dis-
ease. This study was carried out with the approval of the
Research Ethics Committee (Medical School, Antonio Pedro
School Hospital, Fluminense Federal University).

All patients were examined under white light by two oral
medicine specialists who performed a detailed lip evaluation
considering dryness, blurred vermilion border demarcation,
swelling, hardness, red or white lesions, pigmented and
pallor areas, vertical fissures, erosion, ulceration, and crusts.
Ulceration, erosion, crust, and red and white areas were consid-
ered the main regions prone to malignant changes and were
selected as elected biopsy sites. After clinical examination,
the lip was evaluated using the tissue autofluorescence widefield
imaging in a dark room. A homemade handheld device was
assembled with a light-emitting diode (LED) array emitting at
the violet-blue range. The light source was an LED (Edison,
EDEV-3LA1) emitting at 405 nm, 40 nm bandwidth, and
350 mW output power. The emission peak was cleaned by a
custom-made bandpass filter (Proteon, SP, Brazil) having a
center wavelength of 430 nm and a bandwidth of 40 nm. A
dichroic beam splitter (FF483/639-Di01, Semrock, NY), with
a cutting wavelength of 460 nm, deflected the excitation light
to the sample and allowed the fluorescence signal to reach the
detector. Furthermore, a custom-made longpass filter (Proteon),
with a cutting wavelength of 475 nm, was placed in front of the

camera objective in order to block the backscattered excitation
light. Autofluorescence features were evaluated, and areas with
loss of fluorescence (LOF) were considered the main regions
prone to malignant changes and were selected as elected biopsy
sites. All clinical and autofluorescence characteristics observed
were noted in a chart sketch of the lip divided into 19 sites.
Biopsies using a 5-mm punch biopsy were performed in all
AC patients, and the specimens were taken from the biopsy
site selected under white light and under fluorescence. If these
sites were coincident, only one site was biopsied; if these sites
were not coincident, each elected site was biopsied. In cases of
absence of a biopsy site selected by one of the exams, the biopsy
was taken from the site selected by the other exam. Tissue spec-
imens identified by clinical and/or fluorescence indications were
processed for histopathological analysis. Hematoxylin and eosin
stained slides were evaluated by three oral pathologists to score
ED grade as mild, moderate, or severe according to the World
Health Organization criteria and classification.

Fluorescence images were obtained always with the same
exposure time using a Canon EOS Obj.18–55 3.5–5.6 IS with
100 mm 2.8 AF USMMacro Lens and Macro Ring Lite (Canon
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) connected with the widefield fluorescence
system; and they were processed by a clustering algorithm for
AC automated diagnosis. The lower lip was hand-selected from
the fluorescence images and placed on a new image with a black
background for an easy recognition of the lip by the program.
Among the three color channels, only the green one was selected
for the analysis since it showed the highest intensity variation.
A Gaussian blur filter was applied for noise reduction and
K-means algorithm was used to assign pixel with similar inten-
sity value to the same classification cluster. After this procedure,
from a starting image of 256 grayscale intensity levels, a new
image was obtained with only four intensity values (clusters). In
order to evaluate the intensity distribution, the number of clus-
tering areas was determined for each lip, in both study and
control groups, and it was chosen as score for AC diagnosis.
A 10-fold cross-validation with J48 decision tree algorithm29

was used to create a model to classify lip images. Briefly, this
algorithm randomly divides the whole data set of scores into two
groups: 90% of the scores were used to find the threshold value,
according to the J48 decision tree classifier, and the remaining
10%were used for validation to determine the sensitivity and the
specificity rates. This procedure was repeated 10 times.

In order to understand whether AC diagnostic methods
would be associated with ED upon histopathological analysis,
chi-square tests were performed. The chi-square test is designed
to analyze categorical data and tests the null hypothesis that the
variables are independent. The association between diagnostic
method, whether clinical, tissue autofluorescence widefield
imaging system, or both, and ED was verified.

3 Results
AC affected the lower lip of all patients and also affected
the upper lip of nine patients, four men and five women.
Clinically, AC was diffuse and heterogeneous and it was mainly
observed as an area of blurred vermilion border demarcation
associated with a wide swelling, focal hypopigmentation,
and/or red lesions [Table 1 and Fig. 1(a) and 1(b)]. Likewise,
autofluorescence analysis showed that patients with AC exhib-
ited a heterogeneous pattern of fluorescence, mixing areas of
loss and increased emission intensity, in comparison with the
normal autofluorescence (NF) observed in the control group
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lips. In AC, LOF was clinically characterized mainly as red or
pigmented areas and increase of autofluorescence (IOF) as
hypopigmented, whitish or hyperkeratotic areas. IOF pattern
was not the same in all cases, but usually exhibited a greater
intensity in the hypopigmented regions than in the white pla-
ques. In some areas, there was also a fluorescence emission
similar to the NF, and these areas were examples of transverse
fissures, hypopigmentation, hyperpigmentation, red macules,
and a white plaque. It is noteworthy that there were cases with-
out any clinical alteration that exhibited LOF or IOF (16 cases;
28.1%). In this way, the region close to lip commissure was
mainly characterized as an LOF area (49 cases; 86.0%) and the
border between lip semi-mucosa and lip skin as an IOF area (46
cases; 80.7%) [Table 2 and Fig. 1(d) and 1(e)].

Considering the control group, patients had no evidence of
AC [Fig. 1(c)], but it was possible to observe areas of focal

hyperpigmentation (18 cases; 40.0%), transverse fissures (13
cases; 28.9%), hypopigmentation (10 cases; 22.2%), dryness
(7 cases; 15.6%), telangiectatic vessels (3 cases; 6.7%), and
an area of focal crust (1 case; 2.2%). Autofluorescence analysis
of this group revealed a general homogeneous fluorescence
appearance [Fig. 1(f)], with cases exhibiting an NF pattern (38
cases; 84.4%) or an IOF pattern (7 cases; 15.6%). In many of
these cases, focal areas of LOF were simultaneously observed
(30 cases; 66.7%). LOF areas were clinically characterized as
hyperpigmentation (16 cases), hypopigmentation (8 cases), fis-
sures (3 cases), or telangiectatic vessels (3 cases); and IOF areas
were clinically characterized as a fissure (1 case) or as a crust (1
case). As observed in AC, the region adjacent to lip commissure
was mainly identified as an LOF area (28 cases; 62.2%) and the
vermillion border as an IOF area (17 cases; 37.8%).

A total of 113 areas were biopsied, ranging from 1 to 4 areas,
with an average number of 1.98 biopsied areas per patient.
Clinical assessment was used as the single clinical procedure
to choose the biopsy site in 22 cases (19.5%), autofluorescence
visualization alone was used in 45 cases (39.8%), and the com-
bination of both techniques was used in 46 cases (40.7%). ED
was found in 105 biopsies (93%) and they were graded as mild
in 55 cases, moderate in 41 cases, and severe in 9 cases (Fig. 2).
Mild and moderate ED were mainly detected at the biopsy sites
chosen by the combination of both clinical and autofluorescence
exams (45.4 and 41.5%, respectively), while the widefield auto-
fluorescence imaging exam alone was the diagnostic technique
that resulted in the highest detection of areas of severe ED
(55.6%). Among the eight biopsy sites without ED, three were
indicated by both clinical and autofluorescence exams, one by
clinical exam only, and four by autofluorescence exam only.
In addition, 20 patients had at least two biopsy sites separately
chosen by clinical or autofluorescence indication. In seven of
them, the autofluorescence exam revealed a higher grade of ED,
while in four of these cases, the clinical exam revealed a higher
grade of ED; in the remaining nine cases, both exams revealed the
same grade of ED. However, chi-square tests revealed no sta-
tistically significant association between any diagnostic method
and the presence or the degree of ED (p > 0.05, Table 3).

In this study, the resultant number of clustering areas was
used to score the lip images. A scatter plot of the number of

Table 1 Summary data of clinical features from 57 cases of AC.

Clinical findings N %

Blurred vermilion border demarcation 56 98.3

Hypopigmentation 51 89.5

Swelling 46 80.7

Red macule 44 77.2

Hyperpigmentation 28 49.1

Dryness 27 47.4

Induration 24 42.1

Crust 17 29.8

Fissures 15 26.3

White plaque 14 24.6

Erosion/Ulceration 3 3.5

Fig. 1 Clinical and autofluorescence appearance of lower lip from AC and normal volunteer patients. (a) Clinical aspect of an AC patient presenting
blurred vermilion border demarcation associated with areas of focal hypopigmentation and red and white lesions in the lower lip. (b) Clinical aspect of
another AC patient showing a swollen lip with hypopigmented areas and some red spots. (c) Clinical aspect of a normal patient presenting some subtle
transverse fissures. (d) Autofluorescence view of the same patient on (a), showing a heterogeneous pattern mixing areas of LOF and IOF.
(e) Autofluorescence view of the same patient on (b), also showing a heterogeneous pattern. (f) Autofluorescence view of the same patient on
(c), showing a homogeneous pattern of NF.
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areas for each group, both for control and AC, is presented in
Fig. 3(a). Using a 10-fold cross-validation with J48 decision tree
algorithm, a threshold value of 25 areas was found. K-means
images with a number of areas above the threshold value was
classified as AC lip and the ones with a lower number as normal
lip. Using this image processing analysis, values of 80.7% of
sensitivity and 78.3% of specificity were obtained. An example
of a control and an AC fluorescence image processed with the
K-means algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(b) and 3(c). Control
normal lip had a more homogeneous fluorescence intensity
distribution, with clustering areas showing regular shapes. It
was possible to notice that, in cases of lower-lip AC, images
were fragmented, showing a higher number of areas with an
irregular pattern.

4 Discussion
AC is considered a potentially malignant disorder resulting
from cumulative and long-term exposure to UV radiation.4,5,11

Population from tropic countries near to the Equator latitude,
like Brazil, have a greater risk to develop AC and lip SCC,30

and progression to SCC may take decades.11,12 AC clinical pre-
sentation is variable and includes early changes, such as indis-
tinct vermilion border and dryness, and late changes, such as
ulceration, induration, white and red lesions.2,3 Nonetheless,
these clinical features do not necessarily correlate with the
severity of histological findings and may also include an unno-
ticed SCC;1,3,13 thus, AC definitive diagnosis and treatment deci-
sion should be made taking into account the histopathological
assessment.5,11

The present study group was clinically characterized by the
presence of many different clinical findings in a single lower lip,

Table 2 Summary data of autofluorescence features from 57 cases of
AC.

Clinical characteristics Loss n (%) Increase n (%) Retention n (%)

Hypopigmentationa 3 (5.3) 51 (89.5) 3 (5.3)

Red maculeb 43 (75.4) 0 2 (3.5)

Hyperpigmentationc 29 (50.9) 0 2 (3.5)

Crust 9 (15.8) 8 (14.0) 0

Fissured 11 (19.3) 0 5 (8.8)

White plaque 1 (1.8) 12 (21.1) 1 (1.8)

Erosion/Ulceration 3 (5.3) 0 0

Vascular abnormalitiese 6 (10.5) 0 0

Apparently normal
lip semi-mucosa

13 (22.8) 3 (5.3) 0

aIn two patients, some pallor areas were observed as IOF and others
as LOF; and in three patients, some pallor areas were observed as
IOF and others as ROF.
bIn one patient, some red areas were observed as LOF and others as
ROF.

cIn one patient, some brown spots were observed as LOF and others as
as ROF.
dIn one patient, some fissured areas were observed as LOF and others
as ROF.

eVaricose and telangiectatic veins.

Fig. 2 ED grading of biopsies from AC patients (hematoxylin and eosin, 20×). (a) Mild ED—architectural disturbance and cytological atypia limited to
the lower third of the epithelium. (b) Moderate ED—architecture disturbance and cytological atypia extending into the middle third of the epithelium.
(c) Severe ED—architecture disturbance and cytological atypia above the middle third of the epithelium.

Table 3 Summary data of the diagnostic methods used to indicate 113 areas of biopsy from 57 cases of AC.

Diagnostic methods

Epithelial dysplasia

Total n (%)Absence n (%) Mild n (%) Moderate n (%) Severe n (%)

Clinical exam 1 (12.5) 10 (18.2) 8 (19.5) 3 (33.3) 22 (19.5)

Fluorescence visualization 4 (50.0) 20 (36.4) 16 (39.0) 5 (55.6) 45 (39.8)

Clinical exam and fluorescence
visualization

3 (37.5) 25 (45.4) 17 (41.5) 1 (11.1) 46 (40.7)

Total 8 (7.0) 55 (48.7) 41 (36.3) 9 (8.0) 113 (100)

p ¼ 0.631.
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rendering a heterogeneous appearance that sometimes turn it dif-
ficult to select the best area to perform the biopsy to establish the
definitive diagnosis and to identify and grade ED. In these cases,
a clinician can use an adjuvant tool, as the tissue autofluores-
cence widefield imaging system, which has already been used
to investigate oral potentially malignant disorders, and also
oral SCC, oral SCC tumor margins, and high-risk oral SCC
patients.17,19,21,22,28,31–33 Autofluorescence image techniques are
also described as an important adjuvant tool to choose the most
appropriate region for biopsy, especially on superficial non-
homogeneous oral lesions.33 Hence, we decide to ascertain
the usefulness of a tissue autofluorescence widefield imaging
system in AC diagnosis.

Direct oral autofluorescence visualization is obtained by the
excitation of natural biofluorophores existing in the epithelial
and connective tissue in a suitable wavelength between 400
and 440 nm of light source,34–36 and it is influenced by clinic
and microscopic morphology and tissue biochemistry.19 Oral
normal mucosal sites have an almost identical autofluorescence
spectral intensity, except for the lateral border of the tongue and
vermillion border of the lips that have the lowest total inten-
sities.37 In general, pathologic tissues usually emit a lower
fluorescence because of modified distribution of the native
biofluorophores or have a lack of emission because of molecular
or environment changes, such as collagen matrix breakdown in
tissue remodeling, increased hemoglobin absorption in high-
vascularized areas, epithelial thickening in malignant progres-
sion, and decreased flavin adenine dinucleotide concentration
in metabolic functions.19,21,33,36

The qualitative evaluation of tissue autofluorescence wide-
field imaging system performed in this series revealed that
while normal lip has a general homogeneous dark green auto-
fluorescence appearance, AC lip has a clear heterogeneous
appearance containing areas of both LOF and IOF. LOF
areas observed in AC may be explained by the constant finding
of solar elastosis that is characterized by the replacement of the
normal collagen fibers by an amorphous basophilic granular
material and deformation of superficial elastic fibers.1–3,38

Vasodilatation is also a constant finding in AC3 and may be
responsible for maintaining a high local hemoglobin concentra-
tion and, consequently, be associated with LOF areas. Similarly,
IOF areas observed in AC may be the result of hyperkeratini-
zation1–3 that probably increases the emitted fluorescence.
Inflammation is also a common finding in AC, but its influence
on tissue autofluorescence is controversial,32,35 although it is

known that oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis may be
altered during inflammation and inflammatory disorders may
be characterized as both clinic and microscopic LOF.20,22,32,33

Interestingly, it was possible to notice that the autofluores-
cence heterogeneous pattern of AC reproduces its clinical hetero-
geneity. Red macule, hyperpigmentation, fissure, crust, vascular
abnormalities, erosion, and ulceration were mainly visualized as
an IOF area. Red benign, premalignant, and malignant lesions
and superficial blood vessels were already described as an LOF
image.22,32,33,36 Reactive inflammatory ulceration was considered
as a negative autofluorescence in a study performed by Onizawa
et al.17 using filters absorbing fluorescence below 390, 480, and
520 nm. The three cases clinically characterized as erosion and
ulceration in the present study were visualized as LOF areas, but
associated crust in two of these cases has an IOF appearance. The
LOF visualized in our study as a hyperpigmentation was already
described in the oral mucosa of three dark-skinned patients in a
spectroscopy autofluorescence study, and this finding probably
occurs because melanin absorbs excitation and emission fluores-
cence.39 On the other hand, hypopigmentation and white plaques
were mainly visualized as an IOF area. White lesions, including
leukoplakias and frictional keratosis, may have LOF and IOF
appearance,28,36 and it can also show absence of autofluorescence
abnormality as a case of hyperkeratotic SCC described by Koch
et al.32 Finally, it is noteworthy that some apparently normal lip
vermilion also presented LOF (22.8%) or IOF (5.3%) areas, espe-
cially because clinically occult high-risk lesions will probably be
visualized as an LOF area.19,31

There are many studies using direct autofluorescence imag-
ing systems devices to differentiate benign from potentially
malignant and malignant lesions,17,21,22,31,33,40 but, to the best
of our knowledge, there are no studies using these autofluores-
cence methods in AC diagnosis. The use of the tissue autofluor-
escence widefield imaging system in this group of AC patients
was useful in the clinical differentiation of AC lip from healthy
lip and in the selection of the best area for incisional biopsy.
Autofluorescence general appearance was reasonably hetero-
geneous in AC even in cases having a subtle clinical presenta-
tion and it was especially important in the identification of light
red macules. Also, the autofluorescence imaging system, alone
or combined with clinical exam, was used to detect most of the
areas histopathologically classified as moderate and severe ED
(39 cases; 78% of only moderate and severe ED), which are con-
sidered high-risk grades for malignant transformation.14,15,41

Nevertheless, the autofluorescence exam, with or without the

Fig. 3 Autofluorescence images processed by a clustering algorithm for automated AC diagnosis. (a) Scatter plot of number of clustering areas for
control group (represented as 0 in red) and for AC group (represented as 1 in black). In green, the threshold line obtained using 10-fold cross-validation
with J48 decision tree algorithm. All images with a number of areas higher than the threshold value were classified as AC. (b) and (c) K-means images
obtained by processing the green channel of fluorescence images from a AC patient (b) and normal volunteer (c). Color scale is common for both
images: light blue for lower-intensity pixel values and magenta for higher-intensity pixel values.
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use of clinical exam in the diagnostic approach, indicates most
cases with mild or no ED (52 cases; 82.5%). The aforemen-
tioned findings reinforce the impression that this device may
be helpful in confirming the diagnosis of premalignant and
malignant conditions, but it is not helpful in discriminating
low-risk lesions from high-risk lesions without the clinical inter-
pretation.21,22,28,32,33,36 Yet, the value of this technology is
remarkable in cases of apparently normal mucosa or semi-
mucosa having an LOF appearance in patients with AC and
other potentially malignant disorders or a previous history of
oral cancer.19,22,28,31

Promising results were obtained by this study for an opera-
tor-independent classification by means of an automated
algorithm. Using K-means clustering algorithm, fluorescence
images were processed, improving the discrimination of the
heterogeneous fluorescence of AC patients. Due to the inherent
curvature of the lower lip, the central part of the illuminated area
received a higher excitation intensity, resulting, in general, in a
higher fluorescence intensity in this region and a lower resolu-
tion contrast at the image borders. Even with this nonuniform
illumination condition, present in all cases of normal and AC
lips, the proposed image processing showed relevant results.
The heterogeneous fluorescence intensity distribution was the
main feature observed in AC lips; so a threshold value of num-
ber of clustering areas was defined in this diagnostic algorithm.
Misclassified lips showed, in the clinical assessment, hyperpig-
mentation, ulceration, and dryness. These false results reinforce
the fact that fluorescence imaging is an auxiliary diagnostic tool
and does not replace clinical examination. Tissue autofluores-
cence visualization presents additional information for the
clinician to improve diagnostic resolution, as also stated by
some authors when reporting that LOF is not useful in diagnos-
ing premalignant and malignant conditions if the associated
clinical interpretation is not performed with caution.22,33

The values of sensitivity and specificity for the tissue auto-
fluorescence imaging system in the identification of oral dys-
plastic or malignant lesions vary in the literature. Studies
evaluating patients at risk for oral cancer revealed sensitivity
values varying from 98 to 100% and specificity values varying
from 80.8 to 100% when discriminating normal mucosa and
benign lesion from ED and cancer,21,28,33 but these values vary
from 30 to 84% of sensitivity and from 15.3 to 63% of speci-
ficity in the identification of ED.22,36 A study using the auto-
fluorescence imaging system coupled with an objective
imaging analysis, similar to the present study, found 100% of
sensitivity and 91.4% of specificity in the discrimination of
normal tissue from ED and malignancy.40 Our results of 80.7%
sensitivity and 78.3% specificity show the potential of autofluor-
escence imaging as an auxiliary tool to discriminate AC in lower
lip. This lower diagnostic resolution was already expected, since
the AC tissue condition is more similar to the normal tissue, than
the alterations observed at a carcinoma. In addition, as the
present results showed, even a normal lip may present clinical
variations, such as areas of hyperpigmentation, fissures, hypo-
pigmentation, dryness, and punctiform red spots. Therefore, the
autofluorescence from an AC lip will not be as distinct as the
one from a normal lip, when compared to the autofluorescence
seen in an SCC lip. The use of more complex algorithms and
the addition of other fluorescence features may result in higher
sensitivity and specificity.

Tissue autofluorescence widefield imaging system seems to
be a valuable technique for assisting AC diagnosis, mainly in the

identification of suspicious areas for incisional biopsy. However,
it does not substitute clinical examination because LOF may
represent benign variations that do not indicate a propensity
to malignant development. As a result, the association of the
autofluorescence technique with the physical exam may contrib-
ute to enhance our naked eye visualization in the identification
of potentially malignant changes in this clinically heterogeneous
lesion.
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